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Past research has demonstrated that, by downsampling the source object scene in multiple directions, a
binary Fresnel hologram can be generated to preserve favorable quality on the reconstructed image. In
this paper, we will show that a binary hologram generated with such an approach is also insensitive to
noise contamination. On this basis, we propose a method to embed an intensity image into the binary
hologram. To prevent the embedded information from being tampered or retrieved with unauthorized
means, scrambling is applied to relocate each pixel to a unique position in the binary hologram according
to a random assignment that is only known with the availability of a descrambling key. Experimental
results demonstrate that our proposed method is capable of embedding an intensity image that is one
quarter the size of the binary hologram without causing observable degradation on the reconstructed
image. In addition, the embedded image can be retrieved with acceptable quality even if the binary
hologram is damaged and contaminated with noise. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 090.0090, 090.1760, 090.1995.

1. Introduction

Investigation on the generation of a binary Fresnel
hologram has been an area of interest in the realm
of digital holography [1]. Comparing with the gray-
level holograms, a binary hologram has two major
advantages. First, the data size is reduced consider-
ably as each hologram pixel is represented by a sin-
gle bit. Second, a binary hologram can be hard-copied
with high-resolution printers (such as laser printers
and image setters) [2], which generally could only
support printing of black or white dots. This provides
an alternative and more economical means for print-
ing a digital hologramwithout the need of the sophis-
ticated fringe printer [3]. The pioneer work can be
dated back to the 1960s [4,5] when a successful
attempt in the realization of binary Fraunhofer

holograms was demonstrated. Later, methods on
the generation of binary holograms in an iterative
manner have been reported in [6–8]. Moderate suc-
cess has also been attained in applying error diffu-
sion [9] in the binarization of Fourier [10–12] and
Fresnel [13] holograms. Despite the swiftness and ef-
fectiveness of the error diffusion method, the optical
reconstructed images of holograms binarized with
such means are weak and contaminated with noise.
Recently, Tsang and coworkers [14,15] have proposed
a fast, noniterative method for generating binary ho-
lograms, which results in reconstructed images with
favorable visual qualities. In this approach, a three-
dimensional (3D) scene is first downsampled with a
uniform cross [14] or grid-cross [15] lattice prior to
the generation of the hologram. The latter is then bi-
narized with sign thresholding, where each pixel is
converted into black and white dots according to
its polarity. As will be shown in the later part of this
paper, a binary hologram generated with this method
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is highly resistant to noise contamination. Based on
these essential findings, we propose a method to
embed one or more hidden intensity image(s) into
the binary hologram. We have incorporated a scram-
bling scheme so that the content is hidden according
to a random location mapping sequence that can only
be retrieved with the availability of a descrambling
key. In addition, experimental results demonstrate
that, with our method, the embedded image(s) can
be recovered with reasonable quality even if the bin-
ary hologram is contaminated with noise and da-
maged in certain region.

Research in the incorporation of holographic
techniques in image hiding, sometimes referred to
as “holographic watermarking,” has been an area of
interest for some time. In one approach, for example,
the works reported in [16–19], a computer-generated
hologram is embedded into an optical image (such as
a picture or graphic art). In another approach, an
optical image is embedded into a hologram. Our
method belongs to the latter category. Although tech-
niques for hiding images in gray holograms have
been developed in the past (such as [20–22]), embed-
ding additional information requires modifying the
original intensities of certain pixels to different va-
lues within a dynamic range. As such, these methods
are not applicable to a binary hologram as the inten-
sity of each pixel in the latter can only be either black
or white. Ourmethod has the distinct advantage that
pictorial information can be embedded by simply
complementing a subset of pixels in the binary holo-
gram. To our understanding, this is the first time
where an intensity image has been proposed to be
embedded in a binary hologram.

Organization of the paper is given as follows. For
clarity of explanation, a brief outline on the binary
hologram method in [14] and [15] is described in
Section 2. We shall demonstrate the noise resistance
of the binary hologram generated with such means.
Our proposed method to embed pictorial content into
the binary image is presented in Section 3. Experi-
mental results to evaluate the proposed method
are given in Section 4, followed by a conclusion in
Section 5 summarizing the essential findings.

2. Computer Generation and Binarization of Fresnel
Holograms

In this section, we first describe briefly the binary ho-
logram generation method reported in [14,15]. Next,
the effect of noise contamination on the binary holo-
gram derived with this method is evaluated. To begin
with, we consider a 3D surface as shown in Fig. 1.
Each point on the 3D surface is assumed to be self-
illuminating with an intensity profile I�u; v�. The dis-
tance of a point at position �u; v� to the hologram
plane �x; y� along the z direction is denoted by wu;v.
As explained and demonstrated in [14], if a hologram
is generated from the 3D surface and binarized with
sign thresholding, assigning white and black intensi-
ties to positive and negative hologram pixels, respec-
tively, the shaded region in the reconstructed image

will be severely weakened. To overcome this pro-
blem, the intensity profile I�u; v� is first subsampled
into a new image ID�u; v� composed of four compo-
nents as given by

ID�u; v� � I1�u; v�∪I2�u; v�∪I3�u; v�∪I4�u; v�: (1)

The first pair of components, I1�u; v� and I2�u; v�, is
obtained through subsampling I�u; v� with a grid
lattice as

I1�u; v� �
�
I�u; v� u � τM

0 otherwise ; (2)

I2�u; v� �
�
I�u; v� v � τM

0 otherwise : (3)

The second pair of components, I3�u; v� and I4�u; v�, is
obtained through subsampling I�u; v� with a cross
lattice as

I3�u; v� �
�
I�u; v� �umodM� � �vmodM�

0 otherwise ; (4)

I4�u;v��
�
I�u;v� �umodM�� ��M−1�− �vmodM��

0 otherwise ;

(5)

where mod is the modulo operator. The termM is the
subsampling factor that governs the sparseness of
the subsampled image ID�u; v�.

Next, the object wavefront O�x; y� is derived by
accumulating the contribution of individual object
points in ID�u; v�, each forming a Fresnel zone
plate [1]:

Fig. 1. Hologram illuminated with an inclined planar reference
beam.
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O�x; y�
����0 ≤ x < X
0 ≤ y < Y

�
XX−1

u�0

XY−1

v�0

ID�u; v� exp�i2πru;v;x;y ∕λ�
ru;v;x;y

;

(6)

whereID�u; v�andru;v;x;y �
��������������������������������������������������������
�x − u�2 � �y − v�2 �w2

u;v

q
are the intensity of the point located at �u; v� in the
3Dsceneanditsdistancetothehologram,respectively.
λ is the wavelength of the optical beam. X and Y are
the horizontal and vertical extents of the hologram
and, without loss of generality, assumed to be
identical to that of the image scene. Subsequently,
the object wavefront is mixed with a planar reference
beam R�y�, and the real part is extracted to give an
off-axis hologramH�x; y�, i.e.,

H�x; y� � Re�O�x; y�R�y��; (7)

whereRe�·� represents the real part of a complex num-
ber being bracketed. R�y� is inclined at an angle of
illumination θ along the vertical direction as shown
in Fig. 1.

Subsequently, a binary hologram HB�x; y� is de-
rived from H�x; y� with sign thresholding as given by

HB�x; y� �
�
1 if H�x; y� ≥ 0
0 otherwise : (8)

A binary hologram generated with this method re-
sults in favorable visual quality on the reconstructed
image. As an example, a binary hologram of a single
depth, 512 × 512 image shown in Fig. 2a is generated
based on Eqs. (7) and (8), having the optical setting in
Table 1.

The image is positioned at distances of 0.5 m from
the hologram, and the numerical reconstructed
images of the binary hologram is shown in Fig. 2b.
It can be seen that the visual quality of the recon-
structed image is favorable.

To illustrate the effect of noise resistance on the
binary hologram, about 20% of the binary pixels
are randomly selected, and each of them is comple-
mented, i.e., 1 s become 0 s and 0 s become 1 s. The
reconstructed image of the noise-contaminated bin-
ary hologram is shown in Fig. 2c. Comparing the re-
sults in Figs. 2b and 2c, it can be seen that the
degradation caused by the addition of noise is not
prominent visually. The similarity between the two
images, in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), is 31.05 dB, which is rather high and in line
with the result based on visual inspection. Typically,
a PSNR of around 28 dB in images is considered
acceptable visually. To demonstrate this, the percen-
tage of contaminated pixels (i.e., pixels that have
been complemented) is increased to 30% to the bin-
ary hologram, and the reconstructed image is shown
in Fig. 2d. We observe that the visual quality of the
reconstructed image, with a PSNR of 27.9 dB, is still
acceptable, but the degradation caused by the higher
percentage of noise contamination becomes more
prominent as compared with the result in Fig. 2c.

3. Proposed Method for Embedding Intensity Image(s)
into the Binary Hologram

The above findings have suggested that intensity im-
age(s) can be embedded into a binary hologram. The

Fig. 2. a. Planar image positioned at 0.5 m from the hologram.
b.Numerical reconstructed imageof thebinaryhologramrepresent-
ing the image ina. Thebinaryhologramis generatedwith themeth-
od in [15]. c. Numerical reconstructed image of the binary hologram
representing the image in a. The binaryhologram is generatedwith
the method in [15] and contaminated with 20% of random noise.
d.Numericalreconstructed imageofthebinaryhologramrepresent-
ing the image in a. The binary hologram is generated with the
method in [15] and contaminated with 30% of random noise.
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embedded intensity image would be considered as
noise associated with the hologram. However, there
are three major problems with this straightforward
approach. First, the data size of a moderate size,
gray-level image is rather large. For example, to
embed a 512 × 512, 8 bit image containing 2048 Kbits
of data, almost half of the area in a 2048 × 2048 bin-
ary hologram will be affected. Second, if the image is
embedded on evenly spaced sample points in the
hologram, unauthorized users can easily retrieve or
tamper the hidden data. Furthermore, when a cer-
tain part of the hologram is subject to block error (i.e.,
damage to a connected region), the part of the em-
bedded image within the damaged region may be de-
graded. To overcome these three problems, we
propose the image-hiding method as shown in Fig. 3.

To begin with, the intensity image to be embedded
is first binarized with error diffusion. This step re-
duces the representation of each pixel to 1 bit, but
still preserves favorable visual quality on the inten-
sity image. Each binarized pixel in the latter is em-
bedded by replacing a corresponding pixel in the
hologram. To address the second and the third pro-
blems, we have adopted a random-walk mechanism
in the embedding process to disperse the pixels in the
block error to scattered locations in the image.

To conduct the process, the binary pixels in the im-
age are organized into an image sequence IS follow-
ing a left to right, top to bottom order. Suppose the
vertical and horizontal extents of the image are M
and N, respectively; the sequence is given by
IS � �i0; i1;…ij;…; iMN �, where ij denotes the value
(0 or 1) of the jjth binary pixel.

Next, a location sequence P � �p0; p1;…; pj;…pMN �
of identical length as the image sequence is
generated with a random number generator. Each

member in P is an ordered pair pj � �sj; tj� (where 0 ≤

sj < X and 0 ≤ tj < Y) pointing to a unique position
(defined by the horizontal and vertical coordinates)
in the binary hologram. The sequence of random
numbers is uniquely governed by a fixed number
called a seed (denoted by SD) so that each value of
the seed corresponds to a unique sequence P. In
the embedding process, each hologram pixel at pj �
�sj; tj� is replaced by the image pixel ij with the for-
ward mapping function given by

H�sj; tj� � ij: (9)

As an example, we shall illustrate the random-walk
embedding process with a small 2 × 2 image con-
taining 4 pixels represented by the sequence
IS � �i0; i1; i2; i3�. First, a sequence of four random
coordinates P � ��2; 514�; �1415; 162�; �590; 786�;
�557; 2047�� is generated based on a random number
generator and a seed point. Next, each pixel in IS is
taken to replace the hologram pixel at the position
given by the coordinate of the corresponding member

Table 1. Optical Setting Adopted in the Hologram
Generation Process

Hologram size 2048 × 2048 pixels
Pixel size of the hologram 7 μm square
Wavelength of light 650 nm
Angle of illumination of R�y� 1.2 deg
Downsampling factor M 16

Fig. 3. Proposed intensity image-embedded binary hologram
method.

Fig. 4. a. Double depth image evenly divided into left and right
sections, located at 0.5 and 0.55 m from the hologram, respectively.
b. Numerical reconstructed image of the off-axis binary hologram
at 0.5 m representing the double depth image in a. c. Numerical
reconstructed image of the off-axis binary hologram at 0.55 m
representing the double image in a.
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in P, i.e., H�2; 514� � i0, H�1415; 162� � i1,
H�590; 786� � i2, and H�557; 2047� � i3.

To retrieve the hidden image, an identical random
number generator and seed value are employed to
generate the sequenceP. From the latter, the image
sequence IS can be easily recovered by the inverse
mapping function as

ij � H�sj; tj�: (10)

It can be inferred from Eqs. (9) and (10) that gener-
ating the forwardmapping function is equivalent to a
scrambling process and converts the hidden image to
a form which is difficult, if not impossible, to be re-
trieved by unauthorized users. Reconstruction of the
hidden image required the availability of both the
random number generator, together with the exact
seed value, which can be taken as the descrambling
key.

4. Experimental Evaluation

The double depth image shown in Fig. 4a is employed
as a test sample to demonstrate the performance of
our proposed method. The image is evenly divided
into in a left and a right side located at 0.5 and 0.55m
from the hologram, respectively. The image is first
downsampled by a factor of 16 according to Eqs. (2)–
(5) and converted to an off-axis binary hologram
based on Eqs. (7) and (8) and with the optical setting
in Table 1. The numerical reconstructed images at
the two depth values are shown in Figs. 4b and 4c.
We observe that each side of the reconstructed image
is similar to the source image when it is in focus.

Next we proceed to embed the image shown in
Fig. 5a, which has a horizontal and vertical extents
of 1024 and 512 pixels, respectively, into the binary
hologram. Error diffusion is applied to convert the
image into a binary form as shown in Fig. 5b and
organize it into a binary sequence IS.

A location sequence P is then generated with a ran-
dom number generator based on an arbitrary seed
value SD � 0. Each bit member ij in IS is taken to
replace the corresponding pixelH�sj; tj� in the binary
hologram. Reconstructions of the resulting holo-
gram, i.e., the hologram embedded with the hidden
image of the two depth planes, are shown in Figs. 6a
and 6b. Comparing Fig. 4b with Fig. 6a and Fig. 4c
with Fig. 6b, no obvious visual changes in the recon-
structed images are observed. The similarity be-
tween the focused part of the images in Figs. 4b and
6a (the left half-planes) and between 4c and 6b (the
right half-planes) are 29.55 and 31.30 dB, respec-
tively, well above the acceptable typical PSNR of
28 dB mentioned earlier on visual images. Subse-
quent application of Eq. (10) recovers the hidden

Fig. 5. a. Image to be embedded into the off-axis binary hologram
representing the double depth image in Fig. 4a. b. Binarization of
the image in Fig. 4a with error diffusion.

Fig. 6. a. Numerical reconstructed image of the off-axis binary
hologram at 0.5 m representing the double depth image in Fig. 4a.
The image in Fig. 5b is embedded into the binary hologram based
on the proposed method. b. Numerical reconstructed image of the
off-axis binary hologram at 0.55 m representing the double image
in Fig. 4a. The image in Fig. 5b is embedded into the binary holo-
gram based on the proposed method. c. Extracted image from the
binary hologram (that has been embedded with the image in
Fig. 5b with our proposed method and a seed value SD � 0), based
on a different seed value SD � 1.
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image completely (identical to the source image
shown in Fig. 5b). With a commodity PC of moderate
computing power, the image embedding and retriev-
ing processes each take less than 1.5 ms to accom-
plish. Next we study the effect of the seed point by
retrieving the embedded image from the binary ho-
logram with a different seed value, SD � 1. The re-
trieved image is shown in Fig. 6c, showing that the
content is a random noise image that is totally differ-
ent from the embedded image in Fig. 5b. Seed values
other than the one used to embed the image have
been studied, and they all result in random noise
images that are similar to the one in Fig. 6c.

To demonstrate the robustness of our proposed
method in preserving the pictorial content recorded
in the binary hologram when the latter is damaged,
we blank out a 256 × 256 rectangular region (contain-
ing 65,536 hologram pixels, around 1.56% of the total
hologram pixels) on the image-embedded binary ho-
logram in the previous example. A total of 32,337,
constituting to about 0.77% of the total pixels in
the hologram, has been complemented (changed
from white to black) with the blanking operation. In
addition, about 2% of noise (i.e., about 84,000 binary
pixels are complemented) are added to the hologram.
The damaged hologram is shown in Fig. 7a. The nu-
merical reconstructed images at the two depth
planes are shown in Figs. 7b and 7c. We observe that,
apart from a minor degradation around the region
marked by the dotted circle in Fig. 7b, the recon-
structed images are similar to the one corresponding
to the undamaged hologram. The embedded image
extracted from the damaged and noise-contaminated
hologram is shown in Fig. 8. We also find that the
total number of pixels that have been changed from
black to white, or vice versa, is 14,120, which is about
2.69% of the size of the embedded image. We note
that the number of pixels that have been changed
is much less than the number of damaged (or noise-
contaminated) pixels in the hologram. This is due to
the random-walk process, which disperses the em-
bedded pixels to different locations in the entire ho-
logram rather than concentrating in a specific area or
sampling lattice. Visually, we observe that the blank-
ing of the rectangular region and the noise contam-
ination only leads to scattering noise points,
otherwise undetectable visually on the retrieved
image.

5. Conclusion

A binary Fresnel hologram can be generated to pre-
serve favorable visual quality on the object scene by
first downsampling the latter image with a grid-cross
lattice and converting the hologram to a bilevel re-
presentation via sign binarization. In this paper,
we have demonstrated that a binary hologram gen-
erated with such means is highly resistant to noise
contamination. On this basis, we have proposed a
method to embed a hidden intensity image into
the binary hologram. In essence, the hidden image

Fig. 7. a. Blanking a rectangular region in the off-axis binary ho-
logram representing the double depth image in Fig. 4a, and which
has been embedded with the binary image in Fig. 5b. b. Numerical
reconstructed image of the damaged and noise-contaminated off-
axis binary hologram in a., at 0.5 m representing the double image
in Fig. 4a. The image in Fig. 5a is embedded into the binary holo-
gram based on the proposed method. c. Numerical reconstructed
image of the damaged and noise-contaminated off-axis binary ho-
logram in a., at 0.55 m representing the double image in Fig. 4a.
The image in Fig. 5a is embedded into the binary hologram based
on the proposed method.

Fig. 8. Extracted embedded image from the damaged and noise-
contaminated binary hologram in Fig. 7a.
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is first binarized into a one bit representation with
error diffusion. Next each pixel in the binarized im-
age is taken to replace a corresponding pixel in the
hologram based on a location mapping sequence
derived from a random number generator and a seed
value. Recovery of the hidden image requires an
identical random number generator together with
the correct seed value. Experimental results have
demonstrated that the hidden image can be recov-
ered to a good extent even if the binary hologram
is damaged and contaminated with noise. Based
on the findings in this paper, further research can
be conducted to extend, with suitable modifications,
our proposed image embedding scheme on binary ho-
lograms that are generated with different means, for
example the one reported in [23].

This work is supported by the Chinese Academy of
Sciences Visiting Professorships for Senior Interna-
tional Scientists Program under grant 2010T2G17.
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